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1 

2 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

This class action is brought by Petitioners Anne Broome and William Gurtner, on 

3 behalf of themselves and a class of similarly situated retirees from the University of California 

4 ("University"). 

5 2. In February 1999, in the face of recruitment and retention woes, the University made 

6 a promise to certain employees to restore their retirement income consistent with the going market 

7 rate, and not disadvantage employees who earned higher salaries. 

8 

9 

3. 

4. 

The University's promise was born of necessity. 

Until a few years earlier, the Internal Revenue Code had capped the amount of tax 

10 qualified retirement income public institutions could offer employees. The University's retirement 

11 plan complied with those limits. 

12 5. By 1999, however, these limits had been lifted and competitor institutions began 

13 offering superior retirement benefits to retain valued employees and aid in recruiting new ones. 

14 6. To avoid lose ground to competitors, the University adopted a plan to restore retiree 

15 benefits-the "Restoration Plan"-of employees who had been affected by tax code limits. 

16 7. Throughout 1999 and 2000, the University repeatedly affirmed its commitment to 

17 implementing the Restoration Plan, frequently communicating with affected employees on its 

18 progress. 

19 8. The University needed IRS approval before the Restoration Plan could be tax 

20 qualified ("qualified"). Without IRS approval, University contributions to it would be treated as 

21 taxable income to participants. 

22 

23 

9. 

10. 

In 1999, the IRS declared a "moratorium" on approving such plans. 

As a result, the University could implement only a portion of its plan, leaving 

24 implementation of the rest of the Restoration Plan until after IRS approval. 

25 11. In 2007, the IRS finally lifted its moratorium, and approved the remaining portion of 

26 the Restoration Plan, at which point the University resumed implementation of it. 

27 12. However, due to the 2008 national financial crisis, the Restoration Plan was publicly 

28 criticized as unseemly, excessive and of benefit only to a select group ofwel~-paid employees. 
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1 13. The University was unusually sensitive to public criticism of this nature in 2008, 

2 given California's struggling economy and the University's dependence on state funding. 

3 14. Seeking to avoid criticism, improve its public image and minimize any reduction in 

4 state support, the University decided to abandon the Restoration Plan. Instead of implementing the 

5 Restoration Plan, as it had promised to do for nearly a decade, the University now claimed that it 

6 never really adopted the Restoration Plan or promised to restore lost benefits; and that any 

7 University employee who had relied on those promises would simply have to adjust his or her 

8 expectations for retirement. 

9 

10 

11 

15. 

16. 

This action is brought to enforce the University's promise to affected employees. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court because the relevant acts and 

12 decisions in this case occurred in Alameda County; because Petitioners at all relevant times lived or 

13 worked in Alameda County; because the University resides and is headquartered in Alameda 

14 County; and because the actions and omissions giving rise to Petitioners' claims occurred and 

15 continue to occur in Alameda County. 

16 

17 

18 17. 

PARTIES 

Regents o(tlie University of California 

Respondent The Regents of the University of California ("the Regents" or "the 

19 University") is a 26-member Board, established under Article IX,§ 9, of the California Constitution 

20 to organize and govern the University of California system as a public trust. 

21 18. The Regents are an agent and instrumentality of the State of California, operating 11 

22 post-secondary educational institutions and five medical centers throughout the state. 

23 19. The governing documents of the Regents include its Bylaws, Standing Orders, and 

24 Policies. The Regents' Bylaws and Standing Orders establish the rules by which the Board 

25 organizes itself and conducts business. The Regents' Policies are statements approved by the 

26 Regents on particular issues that support the purpose, principles and philosophy of the University. 

27 20. Under Regents Policy 1100, "it is the responsibility of the Board [of Regents] to set 

28 policy and the responsibility of the University administration to implement and carry out policy." 
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1 21. Pursuant to its Bylaws, the Regents operate through 10 standing committees, 

2 including: Compliance and Audit; Compensation; Educational Policy; Finance; Governance; 

3 Grounds and Buildings; Health Services; Investments; Long Range Planning; and Oversight of the 

4 Department of Energy Laboratories. 

5 22. According to Regents Bylaw 21, the University President, Chairman of the Board of 

6 Regents, and the Chairmen of the Committee on Finance are obligated to "execute all documents 

7 necessary to implement programs or policies which have been approved by the Board or by a 

8 Committee thereof." 

9 

10 

11 

23. 

24. 

The Regents are headquartered in Oakland, California. 

Petitioners 

Petitioner Anne Broome is a former employee of the University who presently 

12 resides in Contra Costa County, California. She worked as the Vice President of Finance from 

13 November 1994 until retirement in June 2010. As part of her compensation, Broome was a 

14 Member/Participant in the University of California Retirement Plan. Her UCRP benefits have been 

15 reduced as a result of the limitations imposed by IRS Code§ 401(a)(l 7). 

16 25. Petitioner William Harvey Gurtner is a former employee of the University who 

17 presently resides in Kem County, California. He worked as Vice President of Clinical Services and 

18 Development from January 1996 until retirement in June 2007. As part of his compensation, 

19 Gurtner was a Member/Participant in the University of California Retirement Plan. His UCRP 

20 benefits have been reduced as a result of the limitations imposed by IRS Code§ 40l(a)(l 7). 

21 

22 26. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RETIREMENT PLAN 

Pursuant to Standing Order 120.1, the Regents established certain employee benefit 

23 plans that comprise the University of California Retirement System ("UCRS"). The Regents serve 

24 as trustees to the UCRS. 

25 27. The UCRS covers several retirement plans including, inter alia, the University of 

26 California Retirement Plan (the "UCRP" or "Plan"). 

27 

28 
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1 28. The primary purpose of the UCRP is to provide "lifetime retirement income, 

2 disability income, death benefits and postretirement and preretirement survivor benefits to eligible 

3 employees of the University of California." 

4 29. According to its most recent Annual Report, the Plan has approximately 118,000 

5 active employee members and 73,000 retiree members (referred to as "Members"). 

6 30. As of June 30, 2013, the UCRP had assets of approximately $45.3 billion, an 

7 increase of $3.5 billion over the prior year. 

8 31. The President of the University, who is a member of the Board of Regents, acts as 

9 Plan Administrator for the UCRP. In that capacity, the President has limited authority to: amend 

10 the Plan for the purposes of maintaining its tax-qualified status; ensure Plan compliance with state 

11 law; and implement procedures for Plan administration consistent with Regent policy. 

12 32. Both the Regents and President, in the President's capacity as Plan Administrator, 

13 serve as fiduciaries under the terms of the UCRP. 

14 33. As fiduciaries, they must discharge their Plan duties solely in the interest of 

15 Members and their beneficiaries. 

16 34. Operation of the UCRP is based on the principle that that all career University 

17 employees should be treated equitably with respect to retirement income. Accordingly, under the 

18 Plan's terms, each Member's retirement benefit is calculated to reflect his (i) retirement age; (ii) 

19 years of service; and (iii) highest average compensation. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

35. 

36. 

Petitioners are Members of the U CRP. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

Provisions of tlte Internal Revenue Code Negativelv Impact t/ie UCRP 

The Plan is intended by the Regents to be a qualified government retirement plan 

24 within the meaning of Section 40l(a) of the Internal Revenue Code (''the Code"). 

25 37. To maintain tax-qualified status, the Plan Administrator and Plan fiduciaries must 

26 comply with relevant Code provisions. 

27 38. In the late 1990s, two specific Code provisions-namely,§§ 401(a)(l 7) and 

28 415(b)-became relevant to administration of the UCRP. 
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1 39. Section 401(a)(l 7) of the Code limited the maximum amount of compensation plans 

2 may use to calculate participant retirement benefits. 

3 40. Originally,§ 40l(a)(l 7) applied only to private plans; in 1988, Congress extended its 

4 application to government plans, including the UCRP. 

5 41. Under the 1988 amendments, and unlike private plans, government plans could limit 

6 application of§ 40l(a){l 7) to individuals who became participants after the effective date of the 

7 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. See 26 C.F.R. §1.401(a)(l 7)-l(d)(4)(ii). 

8 42. In response, the Regents amended the UCRP to apply the§ 401(a)(l 7) limitation 

9 only to University employees who became UCRP Members on or after July 1, 1994. Employees 

10 hired before July 1, 1994 could utilize the higher limits in the Plan, and their benefits were often 

11 substantially greater than benefits for those hired after July l, 1994. 

12 43. Separately,§ 415(b) limits the amount of annual benefits payable to participants of a 

13 qualified plan. 

14 44. Section 4 l 5{b) became applicable to the UCRP after the Technical and 

15 Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 ("TAMRA"), under which, qualified government plans 

16 (including the UCRP) had to comply with § 41 S(b ). 

17 45. To avoid conflict with state law prohibiting reductions in already earned benefits, 

18 TAMRA excused violations of§ 4 l 5(b) for employees who were plan participants before January 1, 

19 1990. In other words, TAMRA allowed plans to "grandfather" employees hired before 1990 for 

20 purposes of applying § 41 S(b)' s annual benefit limit. 

21 46. Pursuant to TAMRA, the Regents "grandfathered" Members hired before January 1, 

22 1990, meaning that only Members hired on or after that date were affected by § 41 S(b) limitations. 

23 47. The delayed onset of§ 40l(a)(l 7), and grandfathering rules of§ 415(b), led to 

24 significant disparities in UCRP Member benefits. 

25 48. This difference conflicted with the Regents' policy of compensating Members 

26 equitably. Instead of retirement benefits based solely on retirement age, years of service, and 

27 highest average compensation, benefits were now significantly affected by Member hire date. 

28 
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1 49. As recognized by the Regents' Committee on Finance, disparities created by 

2 application of§§ 40l{a)(l 7) and 415(b) were a "significant deterrent to recruitment and retention of 

3 faculty, staff, administrators, scientists and engineers." The Committee acknowledged that, as a 

4 result, recruiting and retention problems "will worsen as the number of affected employees grows in 

5 the years ahead." 

6 The Office o(the President Reacts to Tax Code Amendments bv Proposing to Restore Benefits 

7 50. In 1996 and 1997, Congress recognized the negative impact these limitations had on 

8 public employers like the University, and revised the Code to allow public institutions to restore 

9 benefits that would otherwise be lost through application of Sections 401(a)(l 7) and 415(b). 

10 51. In 1999, the Regents' Committee on Finance acknowledged that other institutions 

11 were acting to restore benefits lost through application of the 401(a)(l 7) and 415(b) limitations. 

12 52. The Committee on Finance recognized ''the actions other institutions have taken to 

13 mitigate the impact" of Code limitations, and concluded that the UCRP must "offer similar 

14 solutions" in order to "remain competitive in recruitment and retention of employees, many of 

15 whom are highly specialized." 

16 53. On January 6, 1999, the Office of the President submitted an Item for Discussion to 

17 the Regents' Committee on Finance, proposing to restore benefits lost by operation of Code 

· 18 Sections 401(a)(l 7) and 415(b). (A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit A.) 

19 54. At its January 14, 1999 meeting, the Committee on Finance discussed the President's 

20 Item, and Judy Boyette (then Associate Vice President of Human Resources and Benefits) spoke out 

21 in favor of restoring these benefits. 

22 55. First, Boyette noted that the new income and benefit limitations resulted in a "lack of 

23 equity" for similarly situated University employees in contravention of express UCRP policy. 

24 Second, Boyette reported that competitor institutions were offering restoration benefits not available 

25 under the UCRP. Consequently, prospective employees faced loss of their protected status if they 

26 accepted a position with the University. By contrast, many competitor institutions now ensured that 

27 prospective employees would suffer no loss in benefits by operation§§ 401(a)(l 7) and 415(b). 

28 
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1 56. This disparity in the retirement benefits offered created a "significant deterrent to 

2 recruitment and retention" for the University. 

3 57. Responding to those concerns, the Office of the President proposed restoring benefits 

4 in two ways, each driven by changes in tax laws (''the Restoration Benefits proposal"). 

5 58. As to the limitations imposed by§ 415(b), the Office of the President noted the 

6 addition of§ 415(m) to the Code, allowing government plans to establish a "qualified governmental 

7 excess benefit arrangement" to provide benefits not available under §41 S(b ). However, § 415(m) 

8 did not allow plan benefits to be paid from qualified plan assets or to make up for other limits (e.g., 

9 the compensation limit of §40l(a)(l 7)). Thus,§ 415(m) did not allow UCRP Plan assets to fund the 

10 Restoration Plan. As a result, the Office of the President proposed a non-qualified plan funded by 

11 annual assessments on UC campuses, Department of Energy ("DOE") labs, and the Office of the 

12 President itself. 

13 59. As to the§ 40l(a)(l 7) limitations, the Office of the President proposed a UCRP 

14 amendment, adding a "pension equity" restoration benefit to lessen the impact of§ 401(a)(l 7). 

15 Under this proposal, the UCRP would seek approval from the IRS of the proposed amendment in 

16 order to preserve the UCRP's tax-qualified status. 

17 60. Throughout these discussions, the Restoration Plan proposals were addressed in 

18 tandem, reflecting the University's view that both actions were necessary to achieve equity and 

19 improve recruitment and retention. 
I 

20 61. After receiving a favorable review from outside counsel, the Office of the President 

21 asked the UC Retirement System Advisory Board ("UCRS Board") to approve the concept and 

22 objectives of the Restoration Plan proposal. 

23 62. On January 27, 1999, the UCRS Board approved the Restoration Plan proposal for 

24 current and future employees, and prospectively for current retirees. 

25 

26 63. 

The Regents Unanimouslv Approve the Restoration Benefits Proposals 

In February 1999, the Office of the President provided the Committee on Finance 

27 with Item for Action 502 ("the Action Item"). (A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit B.) 

28 
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1 64. The Action Item was drafted by Gary Schlimgen (Retirement Planning and 

2 Analysis), reviewed by Judy Ackerhalt (Director of Retirement Planning and Administration), 

3 approved for submission by Judy Boyette, and coordinated with many University officials. 

4 65. The Action Item reiterated the reasons for approving the Restoration Plan proposal, 

5 i.e., lack of equity, and ever-worsening recruitment and retention difficulties created by application 

6 of Code§§ 401(a)(17) and 415(b). 

7 66. The Action Item examined the impact of the Code limitations on UCRP benefits 

8 estimating that, over the next 10 years,§ 415(b) and§ 401(a){l7) limits would affect 367 and 144 

9 members respectively. Significantly, the Action Item noted that the cost of restoring benefits lost 

10 by application of§ 401(a)(l 7) "would not have a material effect on Plan assets or liabilities." 

11 67. The Action Item requested that the Committee on Finance approve the Restoration 

12 Plan, and recommend adoption by the Regents. 

13 68. On February 18, 1999, the Committee on Finance convened at 2:27 p.m., approved 

14 the President's recommendation and voted to present it to the Regents. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

69. Specifically, the Committee recommended to the Regents that: 

A. Approval be granted to establish plans, effective January 1, 2000, to 
restore to University of California faculty and staff, including Department of 
Energy Laboratories scientists and engineers, the University of California 
Retirement Plan (UCRP) benefits earned but denied due to Internal Revenue 
Code limitations. 

B. These UCRP benefits also be provided to affected UCRP members 
who retired before the effective date of the restoration plans. 

C. Implementation of the restoration plans be delegated to the President, 
with concurrence of the Chairman of the Board and the Chairman of the 
Committee on Finance. 

(A true and correct copy of the Committee's February 18, 1999 Approval and Recommendation is 

attached as Exhibit C.) 

70. The Committee's Approval and Recommendation contained no condition, 

contingency, caveat, or any other limitation on implementing either aspect of the Restoration Plan. 
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1 71. One minute later, the Regents convened a special meeting to vote on the 

2 Committee's recommendation. Upon a motion made by Regent Johnson, the Regents unanimously 

3 approved the Restoration Plan, without changing a single word. 

4 72. As a result, the Restoration Plan proposal became the "Restoration Benefits Plan." 

5 (A true and correct copy of the Regent's adoption of the Restoration Benefits Plan is attached as 

6 Exhibit D.) 

7 The Office ofthe President Takes Action to Implement the Restoration Benefits Plan 

8 73. Following the directive under Item C, the Office of the President initiated several 

9 actions to implement the Restoration Plan. 

10 74. On March 11, 1999, the University's Human Resources & Benefits Department 

11 ("HR&B") was tasked with determining who, at each University location, may be affected by the 

12 Restoration Plan as of the January 1, 2000 implementation date. They were to be notified, in case 

13 they were considering retiring before then. 

14 75. In carrying out that task, Ackerhalt sent a letter to the Office of the President, noting 

15 that "a presentation was given on restoration benefits that were approved by The Regents on 

16 February 18, 1999," and that HR&B was tasked with communicating the details of the Restoration 

17 Plan to affected Members. (A true and correct copy of Ackerhalt's Implementation Letter with 

18 excerpted exhibits attached as Exhibit E.) 

19 76. In the letter, Ackerhalt noted that her office had "determined that there are 

20 employees at your location who may be affected by restoration benefits for the IRC §40l(a)(l 7) 

21 limit." 

22 77. In the first attachment to the Implementation Letter, Ackerhalt identified Petitioner 

23 Broome as one of the individuals affected by the implementation of the Restoration Plan. 

24 78. Also attached was a sample communication piece designed to notify Plan Members 

25 who may be affected by the Restoration Plan (''the Sample Notice"). 

26 79. The Sample Notice read that it was intended "to notify you that on February 18, 

27 1999, The Regents approved plans to restore University of California Retirement Plan (UCRP) 

28 
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1 benefits for those Members whose accrued retirement benefit is greater than the retirement benefit 

2 that can be paid due to Internal Revenue Code (IRC) limitations." 

3 80. The Sample Notice specifically identified§ 417(a)(l 7) restoration benefits as being 

4 approved by the Regents, subject only to IRS approval. 

5 81. By July 19, 1999, HR&B had prepared a list of employees at each University site 

6 who may be affected by the Restoration Plan, and had drafted sample letters to each of them. 

7 82. In August 1999, those letters were sent to affected Members, clearly evincing the 

8 University's intent to be contractually bound by the Restoration Plan, and effectively inviting 

9 Members to rely on its implementation. 

10 83. In addition to coordinating communications to affected Members, Ackerman also 

11 established a Restoration Benefits Work Group in April 1999. It was tasked with developing ''the 

12 policies and procedures necessary to implement the 415(b) and the 401(a)(l 7) restoration of 

13 benefits under UCRP effective January 1, 2000, subject to IRS approval." 

14 84. In October 1999, the University began conducting training sessions for Benefits 

15 Managers on how to implement the Restoration Plan. 

16 

17 85. 

Code§ 415(m) Benefits are Restored without Delav 

Since it was a non-qualified plan funded outside of the UCRP, the University did not 

18 need IRS approval to implement the§ 415(m) aspect of the Restoration Plan. 

19 

20 

86. 

87. 

Accordingly, that aspect of the Restoration Plan took effect on January 1, 2000. 

In December 1999, the University notified retirees whose benefit had been limited by 

21 §41 S(b) of implementation of the Restoration Plan and of the additional payments they would 

22 receive. Indeed, payments from the new plan were sent to Members on January 27, 2000, and have 

23 continued since then. Thus, without the need for IRS approval, the University was immediately 

24 able to provide more competitive retirement benefits no longer limited by § 41 S(b ). 

25 IRS Moratorium Delays Implementation of Code § 415(a)(l 7)Restoration Benefits 

26 88. As noted, implementation of the§ 401(a)(l 7) aspect of the Restoration Plan required 

27 IRS approval, as it affected a tax-qualified plan. 

28 
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1 89. As reflected in materials prepared for the April 20, 1999 meeting of the Restoration 

2 Benefits Work Group, the University was preparing for implementation of the Restoration Plan. 

3 Those materials explain that the Plan provided "Two Distinct Restoration Benefits to provide 

4 retirement income equity for all Members," i.e., restoration of benefits lost by operation of§§ 

5 415(b) and 40l(a)(l 7). 

6 90. As for§ 40l(a)(l 7) benefits, the Work Group noted that restoration of those benefits 

7 would occur by operation of an amendment to the Plan known as "Appendix E." 

8 91. According to "Appendix E," only individuals expressly identified therein are eligible 

9 for§ 401(a)(l 7) restoration benefits. However, Appendix E was to be amended each year in order 

10 to identify Members who had become entitled to restoration benefits since the previous year. 

11 92. Further, Appendix E provides that it "shall be effective on and after January 1, 2000 

12 subject to the receipt by the University of a written determination from the Internal Revenue Service 

13 that, with Appendix E, the Plan is tax qualified under [Code] Sections 401 et seq." 

14 93. On June 17, 1999, through outside counsel, the University applied for a 

15 determination letter from the IRS (i.e., sought approval of Appendix E). (A true and correct copy of 

16 the University's application is attached as Exhibit F.) 

17 94. In its application, the University explained that "Participants eligible for retirement 

18 benefits under Appendix E will be identified by a unique identifying number and will be provided 

19 with a specified number of points .... " which will be "multiplied by [the Member's Highest 

20 Average Plan Compensation]." 

21 

22 

95. 

96. 

On June 24, 1999, the IRS received the University's determination letter application. 

However, on September 1999, the IRS announced its "moratorium" on determination 

23 letter applications for defined benefit plans that had been converted to a cash balance feature. 

24 97. Three months later, in December 1999, the IRS determined that part of the UCRP 

25 included a "cash balance" feature, and put a hold on the determination letter request. 

26 

27 

28 

98. The IRS moratorium lasted until January 2007. 

After IRS Approval, the University Continues Implementation of 
§ 415(a)07)Restoration Benefits 
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1 99. On February 13, 2007, the IRS informed the University it was now considering its 

2 II application, but needed it to submit amendments to (i) remove language that permitted retroactive 

3 II amendments eliminating benefits, and (ii) provide the criteria for being an Appendix E member. 

4 II 100. On November 8, 2007, the IRS approved Appendix E. (A true and correct copy of 

5 II the IRS's favorable determination is attached as Exhibit G.) 

6 II 101. Thereafter, the Office of the President resumed efforts to implement Appendix E 

7 II (i.e., the§ 401(a)(l 7) aspect of the Restoration Plan. 

8 II 102. Specifically, the President (i) identified members who retired after January 1, 2000 

9 II and whose benefits were affected by §401(a)(17) limit; (ii) re-tested amounts due under Appendix E 

10 II and the §415(m) aspect of the Restoration Plan; (iii) assigned identification numbers and calculated 

11 II "points" for Members under Appendix E; (iv) published Appendix E with identification numbers, 

12 II points and updated section references; (v) mailed letters to affected Members; and (vi) developed 

13 II training and procedures to administer benefits. 

14 II 103. On September 12, 2008, University administrators sent an information packet to the 

15 II Regents with a "Fact Sheet" explaining Appendix E and its implementation and that included 

16 II signature pages for the President and Chairmen of the Board and Committee on Finance. 

17 II According to the Fact Sheet, it was "expected that Appendix E will be implemented in November 

18 112008, with a retroactive effective date of January 1, 2000, as approved by the Regents and as 

19 II submitted to the IRS." (A true and correct copy of this packet is attached as Exhibit H.) 

20 II 104. Thus, as of September 2008, the University had nearly completed all tasks necessary 

21 II to implement Appendix E. 

22 II 105. Moreover, the University fostered the belief in Members that Appendix E was being 

23 II implemented, causing Members to reasonably rely on its implementation in making decisions about 

24 II their employment and retirement. 

25 II Facing Criticism, the Universitv Tries to Retract its Promise ofAppendix E Benefits 

26 106. On December 3, 2008, the University Committee on Faculty Welfare (UCFW) met 

27 and decided to recommend that the University not implement Appendix E. 

28 
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1 107. On December 10, 2008, Schlimgen sent an email to Executive Director Lynn 

2 Boland, providing her with speaking notes to use at a meeting with the UCFW. 

3 108. In the email, Schlimgen noted that the University "did not expect the IRS action to 

4 take so long," and that due to the financial crisis of2008, "this is a terrible time to go live with a 

5 UCRP feature benefitting the highly compensated. This will not play well with many of our 

6 stakeholders and critics." 

7 109. On December 22, 2008, the UCFW wrote to Mary Croughan (Chair of the Academic 

8 Senate), stating its belief that "the UC is not legally obligated to implement Appendix E" and that 

9 the UCFW "does not believe that we have a moral obligation to further compensate these 

10 individuals with this additional retirement benefit." (A true and correct copy of the letter to 

11 Croughan is attached as Exhibit I.) 

12 110. The UCFW further opined that "implementation of Appendix E, if it occurs at all, 

13 should only be re-considered at such a time that UCRP has been restored to good health (fully 

14 funded with contributions meeting normal costs) and the University is on sound financial footing 

15 with highly competitive compensation for all faculty and staff." 

16 111. On March 9, 2009, Croughan informed University President Mark Yudof of the 

17 UCFW's position, stating that "the Academic Council feels that implementation would be 

18 irresponsible at a time when major financial challenges are facing UCRP and the University." 

19 112. On September 23, 2009, Schlimgen replied to a submission from a UCRP Member 

20 regarding Appendix E. (A true and correct copy of Schlimgen's letter is attached as Exhibit J.) 

21 113. In that letter, Schlimgen stated that implementation of Appendix E had been 

22 "delayed pending further review of plan funding issues by the President's Task Force on Post-

23 Employment Benefits." Further, Schlimgen noted: "no further decisions have been made regarding 

24 implementation. Should the decision to implement be confirmed, you will receive the benefit of 

25 Appendix E, as your covered compensation was lim~ted at the time you were at UC .... " 

26 The University Attempts to Add New Conditions for Adooting Apoendix E 

27 114. In advance of a meeting scheduled for December 13, 2010, the Office of the 

28 President submitted an "Action Item" to the Regent's Committee on Compensation, claiming that 
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1 implementation of Appendix E was conditioned on two specific events. (A true and correct copy of 

2 this Action Item is attached as Exhibit K.) 

3 115. In the Action Item, the Office of the President claimed that adoption of Appendix E 

4 was subject to (i) "receipt of a favorable determination letter from the [IRS]" and (ii) "the 

5 concurrence of the President, together with the Chairman of the Regents and the Chair of the 

6 Committee on Finance, to go forward with the implementation of the Program." 

7 116. To the contrary, adoption of Appendix E was never conditioned, expressly or 

8 implicitly, on "concurrence of the President, toge~er with the Chairman of the Regents and the 

9 Chair of the Committee on Finance." 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

The University Denies Petitioner Broome's Claim/or Benefits, 
Citing False Conditions for tlie Adoption of Appendix E 

11 7. On May 17, 2010, Petitioner Broome submitted a written claim for benefits under 

Appendix E to the Plan. (A true and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit L.) 

118. · Broome explained that "the University's commitment regarding the treatment of my 

compensation for retirement purposes was made to me early in my tenure by the then Senior Vice 

President, Business and the UCRS Plan Administrator." 

119. Broome also explained that she had "relied on the commitments for my financial and 

career planning," and that the University's Retirement Benefits Office provided her with two yearly 

benefit calculations: one with the Appendix E benefit and one without. 

120. In deciding when to retire, Broome relied on those calculations, which showed a 

difference between Appendix E benefits and non-Appendix E benefits of approximately $30,000 

per year. That difference was "financially significant to [her] and critical to [her] well being." 

121. On June 2, 2010, Retirement Operations Director Robert Pettit responded to Broome, 

noting that her retirement date would be July 1, 2010. However, he calculated her retirement 

benefits without reference to or application of Appendix E. (A true and correct copy of Pettit' s 

response is attached as Exhibit M.) 
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1 II 122. On June 28, 2010, Broome's attorney, Geoffrey White submitted a letter outlining 

2 II the facts and argument justifying application of Appendix E to Broome's claim for retirement 

3 II benefits. (A true and correct copy of White's letter is attached as Exhibit N.) 

4 II 123. By response received on August 20, 2010, Joe Lewis, University Director of 

5 II Retirement Administration Services Center, wrote that ''the Plan Administrator denies Ms. 

6 II Broome's claim for additional pension benefits under Appendix E of the UCRP," because: 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

• Appendix E was never effective because the President and Chairmen never 
elected to implement it; 

• Even if Appendix E had been implemented, no Member is eligible because 
no Member is identified in it; and 

• If Appendix Eis implemented later, Broome's entitlement will be limited to 
benefits payable after IRS approval in November 2007. 

(A true and correct copy of Joe Lewis's denial letter is attached as Exhibit 0.) 

124. On September 16, 2010, Attorney White wrote to. Lewis requesting certain 

14
11 documents and infonnation to allow Broome to complete her appeal of the University's denial. (A 

15 true and correct copy of Attorney White letter is attached as Exhibit P.) 

16 125. On September 24, 2010, Dwaine Duckett responded for the University, stating that 

17 he was "looking into" Broome's document request and granting her an extension to appeal the 

18 University's determination until "60 days after the production of whatever documents are produced 

19 to you." (A true and correct copy ofDuckett's letter is attached as Exhibit Q.) 

20 126. On March 29, 2012, the Compensation Committee recommended that the Regents 

21 rescind the Restoration Plan. The recommendation was approved by the Regents later that day. 

22 (True and correct copies of the Compensation Committee minutes and Regents' approval are 

23 attached as Exhibits R and S. 

24 127. On June 14, 2012, Broome timely appealed the University's denial of her claim for 

25 Appendix E benefits. (A true and correct copy of her appeal letter to Joe Lewis is attached as 

26 Exhibit T.) 

27 

28 
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1 II 128. On October 12, 2012, Duckett wrote to Broome's attorneys, affirming the 

2 University's previous decision denying her claim. (A true and correct copy of Duckett' s denial 

3 letter is attached as Exhibit U.) 

4 II 129. As University retirees who have suffered and will continue to suffer harm as a result 

5 of the actions described above, Petitioners and Class Members are beneficially interested in this 

6 proceeding. 

7 CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

8 II 130. Petitioners brings this action on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated 

9 II pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure § 3 82. The Class that Petitioners seeks to represent 

10 II is defined as follows: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Fonner faculty and staff of the Regents of the University of California 
("Regents") who: (1) participated in and were eligible to receive 
benefits from the University of California Retirement Plan ("UCRP") 
upon retirement; (2) retired after January 1, 2000 and prior to March 
29, 2012; and (3) whose retirement benefits were reduced as a result 
of IRS Code §401(a)(l 7). 

15 131. This action is brought and may be maintained as a class action under California Code 

16 of Civil Procedure§ 382 because there is a well-defined community of interest in the litigation and 

17 the proposed class is easily ascertainable. 

18 132. Upon information and belief, the Class is comprised of more than 40 individuals who 

19 live throughout California and the United States, making individual joinder of all Class members 

20 impracticable. 

21 133. There are questions of fact and law common to Petitioners and the Class that 

22 predominate over any questions affecting individual Class members. These include, but are not 

23 limited to: 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

a. 

b. 

Whether Petitioners and the Class have a contractual right to Restoration Plan 
benefits throughout retirement; 

Whether the Regents impaired the contractual rights of Petitioners and the Class by 
refusing to implement and compute their pension benefits in accordance with the 
Restoration Plan and Appendix E, and, purporting to rescind the Restoration Plan; 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

c. Whether Petitioners and Class Members reasonably relied to their detriment on the 
Regents' promises and representations regarding payment of Restoration Plan 
benefits; 

d. Whether the Regents are estopped from denying the enforceability of their promises 
and representations under the doctrines of promissory estoppel or equitable estoppel; 

e. Whether Petitioners and the Class are entitled to a peremptory writ of mandate 
directing the Regents to compute their pension benefits in accordance with the 
Restoration Plan and Appendix E. 

134. Petitioners' claims are typical of the claims of the Class. The Regents' course of 

conduct as alleged herein caused Petitioners and the Class to sustain the same or similar injuries and 

damages, and Petitioners' claims are representative of and co-extensive with the claims of the Class. 

135. Petitioners are members of the Class and have no interest that conflicts with the 

interests of the Class they seek to represent. Petitioners will prosecute this action vigorously on 

behalf of the Class and have retained competent counsel experienced in complex employee benefit 

class action litigation. Petitioners and their counsel will fairly and adequately represent and protect 

the interests of the Class. 

136. A class action is superior to other available means for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. Each Class member has been injured and is entitled to relief and 

recovery by reason of the same conduct and unlawful acts of the Regents. A class action allows 

similarly situated persons to litigate their claims efficiently and economically and conserve judicial 

resources. The damages suffered by each Class member may not justify the burden and expense of 

individual prosecutions, making it difficult, if not impossible, for Class members to redress these 

wrongs individually. Even if Class members could afford individual actions, a multiplicity of 

actions is not preferable to class-wide litigation, since individual actions might result in inconsistent 

or contradictory rulings. Class actions present fewer logistical difficulties and provide the benefits 

of a single adjudication, economies of scale, and comprehensive management by a single judge. A 

Class action will yield a binding resolution and that no new lawsuits will be filed thereafter. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count I 
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1 (Impairment of Express and Implied Contract - California Constitution, Art. 1, § 9) 

2 137. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

3 138. Petitioners and the Class seek declaratory, equitable, and injunctive relief to prevent 

4 the Regents from violating, and continuing to violate, the Contracts Clause of the California 

5 Constitution. 

6 139. Article 1, § 9, of the California Constitution prohibits passage of any law "impairing 

7 the obligation of contracts." Pensions and other promised retirement income for public employees 

8 are contractual rights protected by the Contract Clause. 

9 140. Petitioners and other Class Members have a vested express contractual right to 

. 10 retirement benefits under the Restoration Plan and Appendix E, in that (i) each of them was a 

11 University employee when the Regents authorized Restoration Plan benefits or became a University 

12 employee after Restoration Plan benefits had been authorized and before the University purported to 

13 rescind those benefits; (ii) each of them has satisfied all conditions precedent to receiving retirement 

14 benefits under the UCRP, (iii) the Regents unanimously approved adoption of§ 40l{a)(l 7) 

15 Restoration Benefits, which were to be implemented in accordance with Appendix E, and (iv) all 

16 conditions precedent to the implementation of Appendix E have occurred. 

17 141. Alternatively, by their conduct, representations, and authorization of Restoration 

18 Plan benefits, the Regents offered Petitioners and Class Members the benefits they had earned and 

19 would have received in the absence ofIRS Code§ §401(a)(l 7), so long as they met Plan eligibility. 

20 requirements. 

21 14 2. Petitioners and Class Members accepted the Regents' offer under the terms 

22 specified, including Restoration Plan benefits, by providing the University with years of service 

23 until retirement, thereby creating a binding contractual obligation on the Regents' part to provide 

24 the promised Restoration Plan benefits. 

25 143. Pension benefits were (and continue to be) an integral part of Petitioners' and Class 

26 Members' compensation. Once these benefits vested, the Regents could not eliminate or terminate 

27 them without impairing contractual obligations they owed to Petitioners and the Class under the 

28 Contract Clause of the California Constitution, Article I, § 9. 
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1 144. By refusing to provide Petitioners and the Class with Restoration Plan benefits or 

2 calculate their benefits in accordance with Appendix E, the Regents impaired contractual 

3 obligations owed to Petitioners and Class Members under the Contract Clause of the California 

4 Constitution, Article I, § 9. 

5 145. The Regents' termination of the vested rights of Petitioners and the Class under the 

6 Restoration Plan benefits is not a reasonable modification of the Restoration Plan. The Regents did 

7 not modify Petitioners' and Class Members' rights, they eliminated them. 

8 146. This Court may issue a writ "to any ... corporation, board or person to compel the 

9 performance of an act which the law specially enjoins ... or to compel the admission of a party to 

10 the use and enjoyment of a right ... to which the party is entitled, and from which the party is 

11 unlawfully precluded by such inferior ... corporation, board, or person." Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 

12 1085(a). 

13 14 7. Here, the Regents have impaired the obligations of their contract with Petitioners and 

14 the Class by refusing to calculate retirement benefits in accordance with the formula in Appendix E. 

15 148. Since Petitioners and the Class have no plain, speedy and adequate remedy in the 

16 ordinary course of law, they are entitled to a writ to restore the use and enjoyment of their rights. 

17 

18 

Count II 

(Promissory Estoppel) 

19 149. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

20 150. On numerous occasions, the University clearly and unambiguously promised to 

21 calculate Class Members' retirement benefits under Appendix E. 

22 151. University representations, statements, publications, communications, and its course 

23 of conduct clearly indicated its intention to bind itself contractually to calculate Class Members' 

24 retirement benefits under Appendix E. 

25 152. Petitioners and Class Members reasonably relied on the Regents' promises, 

26 representations, statements, publications, communications, and course of conduct all of which were 

27 material and which induced them to reasonably believe that the University would calculate their 

28 retirement benefits under Appendix E. Petitioners and the Class relied on the University's actions 
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1 as described above in deciding whether to continue employment with the University, when to retire, 

2 and in planning their retirement. 

3 153. The Regents knew, or should have known, that Petitioners and Class Members 

4 would rely on the University's promise to calculate retirement benefits under Appendix E. 

5 154. As a result of the University's refusal to act on its promises, Petitioners and the Class 

6 have suffered the harm by receiving less than the full amount of retirement benefits due. 

7 155. The Regents are estopped from denying their obligation to calculate Class Members' 

8 retirement benefits under Appendix E. 

9 156. Based on the foregoing, Petitioners and Class Members are entitled to a peremptory 

10 writ of mandate. 

11 

12 

Count III 

(Equitable Estoppel) 

13 157. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

14 158. Even ifthe Regents believed that they had no obligation to provide Appendix E 

15 benefits in the event the IRS approved the Plan amendment, they never communicated this belief to 

16 Petitioners or the Class. 

17 159. To the contrary, the Regents repeatedly communicated to Petitioners and Class 

18 Members that Appendix E benefits would be paid once IRS approval was obtained. 

19 160. The Regents were well aware that Petitioners and Class Members would and did take 

20 them at their word and accepted their representations that these benefits would be paid upon 

21 approval from the IRS. 

22 161. Notwithstanding any privately held beliefs, the Regents intended that Petitioners and 

23 Class Members would rely on their statements and other communications promising Appendix E 

24 benefits in order to encourage them to accept a position with or remain employed at the University. 

25 162. Petitioners and other Class Members reasonably relied on the Regents' 

26 representations to their detriment, and their reliance was foreseeable. Indeed, the University 

27 repeatedly acknowledged, stated, and confirmed that it had approved these benefits because doing 

28 so was a valuable recruiting and retention device. 
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1 163. Based on the facts and circumstances alleged, the Regents are estopped from denying 

2 their obligations to pay Appendix E benefits to Petitioners and Class Members during retirement. 

3 164. Application of the doctrine of estoppel in this case would not defeat the operation of 

4 any important public policy. 

5 165. Based on the foregoing, Petitioners and Class Members are entitled to a peremptory 

6 writ of mandate. 

Count IV 7 

8 (Breach of Fiduciary Duty - Calif omia Constitution, Art. XVI, § 17) 

9 166. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

10 167. At all relevant times, Article XVI, § 17 of the California Constitution imposed upon 

11 the Regents, as the fiduciaries of the UCRP, the sole and exclusive authority and responsibility over 

12 the UCRP's assets and administration. 

13 168. Accordingly, the Regents operated under an affirmative duty to act solely in the 

14 interest of, and for the exclusive purposes of providing retirement benefits to, UCRP Members and 

15 beneficiaries, including Petitioners and the Class. 

16 169. At all relevant times, the California Constitution mandated that the fiduciary duties 

17 owed Petitioners and the Class took precedence over other duties. 

18 170. The Regents have a fiduciary duty to provide Petitioners and Class Members with 

19 the pension benefits to which they are entitled under the terms of the UCRP, including Appendix E. 

20 171. In violation of their fiduciary duties, the Regents refused to calculate Petitioners' and 

21 Class Members' retirement benefits under Appendix E, by deliberately misreading the Regent's 

22 February 18, 1999 action approving the Restoration Plan. 

23 1 72. Despite years of promising Members that the Restoration Plan would be 

24 implemented, the Regents breached their fiduciary duty by construing the February 18, 1999 

25 approval of the Restoration Pan in a manner contrary to the interests ofUCRP Members. 

26 173. As a result of the Regents' breaches, Petitioners and the Class have received less 

27 than the full amount of retirement benefits they were promised. 

28 
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1 II 174. Based on the foregoing, Petitioners and Class Members are entitled to a peremptory 

2 II writ of mandate. 

3 

4 

CountV 

(Breach of Express and Implied Contract) 

5 II 17 5. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

6 II 176. The Regents breached their contractual obligations under the UCRP and the 

7 II Restoration Plan, by failing to implement Appendix E and compute benefits for Petitioners and 

8 II Class Members in accordance with its provisions. 

9 II 177. As a result of the Regents' breach of contract, Petitioners and the Class have 

10 II received less than the full amount of retirement benefits they were promised. 

11 II 178. Based on the foregoing, Petitioners and Class Members are entitled to a peremptory 

12 II writ of mandate. 

13 

14 

Count VI 

. (Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 

15 II 179. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

16 II 180. Under California law, implied in every contract is a covenant of good faith and fair 

17 II dealing designed to effect the legitimate intentions and expectations of the contracting parties. The 

18 II covenant prohibits one party to an agreement from frustrating the other party's enjoyment of rights 

19 II arising from the agreement. 

20 II 181. The UCRP, as part of University employees' employment contracts, is also 

21 II governed by the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

22 II 182. The Regents breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by deliberately 

23 II misconstruing the terms of the UCRP and the Regents' February 18, 1999 action and failing to 

24 II compute benefits in accordance with Appendix E. 

25 II 183. As a result of the Regents' breach of contract, including its breach of the covenant of 

26 II good faith and fair dealing, Petitioners and the Class have received less than the full amount of 

27 II retirement benefits they were promised. 

28 
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1 184. Based on the foregoing, Petitioners and Class Members are entitled to a peremptory 

2 writ of mandate. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Count VII 
(Declaratory Relief) 

185. Petitioners incorporate the foregoing allegations by reference as if set forth in full. 

186. As alleged, a dispute presently exists regarding whether the Regents have impaired 

7 
and/or breached their contractual obligations to provide Petitioners and the Class with Restoration 

8 
Plan benefits; whether the Regents are estopped to deny these obligations based on promissory 

9 
and/or equitable estoppel; and whether the Regents breached their fiduciary duties in misconstruing 

10 
the UCRP, as amended by Restoration Plan. 

11 
187. Petitioners and the Class are entitled to a declaration of their rights, and to 

12 
appropriate declaratory and injunctive relief. 

13 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

14 
Petitioners, on behalf of themselves and the Class, pray that, after an appropriate hearing, this Court 

15 
issue the following relief: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

A. Enter an order certifying this action as a class action, appointing Petitioners as Class 
Representatives, and appointing Petitioners' counsel as Class Counsel; 

B. Find for Petitioners and the Class and against the Regents on all counts; 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

A peremptory writ of mandate, directing the Regents to compute and pay pension 
benefits for Petitioners and the Class in accordance with the Restoration Plan and 
the formula established in Appendix E; 

Direct the Regents to provide restitution and/or damages to Petitioners and the Class, 
with interest at the legal rate, and to make them whole for any losses suffered as a 
result of the impairment of their contractual rights; 

Declare that the Regents were without authority to terminate Petitioners' or Class 
members' vested right to Restoration Plan benefits; 

Award reasonable attorney's fees, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure§ 1021.5, and 
any other law providing for such award; 

Direct the Regents to reimburse Petitioners and the Class for the costs of this action; 

Issue such other and further relief as is deemed appropriate by the Court. 
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2 llDATE: OWMK lo, 'J.Q1i LAW OFFICE OF GEOFFREY V. WHITE 

3 

4 
Geo~y ~ite, Esquire 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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VERIFICATION OF ANNE BROOME 

2 

3 I say and declare: 

4 1. My name is Anne Broome. I am a Petitioner in this action. I am a resident of the 

5 County of Contra Costa, State of California. 

6 2. I have read the above Petition for Writ of Mandate. The facts alleged in the petition 

7 are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, except the facts relating to the 

8 employment of the other Petitioner 

9 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 

10 is true and correct and that this verification was signed by me on October f.Q, 2014 at 

11 11 _ _..· {i.~'-4,-=---~-=-------· California. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

?_'\ 



1 

2 
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VERIFICATION OF WILLIAM HARVEY GURTNER 

3 II I say and declare: 

4 l. My name is William Harvey Gurtner. I am a Petitioner in this action. I am a 

5 II resident of the County of Kern, State of California. 

6 2. I have read the above Petition for Writ of Mandate. The facts alleged in the petition 

7 II are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, except the facts relating to the 

8 II employment of the other Petitioner. 

9 II I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 

10 II is true and correct and that this verification was signed by me on October L 2014 at 

11 II k ~ G~ , California. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

J • _,, • c .. 
am Harvey Gurtner 
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